
BM29 Shelf

Designer:Børge Mogensen

Manufacturer:Fredericia

£1,090

DESCRIPTION

BM29 Shelf by  Børge Mogensen for Fredericia.

Fredericia is reintroducing Børge Mogensen's BM29 shelf, originally designed in 1956, after nearly seventy years.

This elegant and simplistic design, handmade in Denmark, remains as relevant today as it was back then.

Børge Mogensen created the BM29 shelf in 1956, showcasing it at the Furniture Fair in Fredericia and later at the

Cabinetmakers' Guild Furniture Exhibit ion that same year. This shelf design marked a signif icant milestone for

Fredericia, captivating attention with its functional and timeless appearance. Upon closer inspection, i ts discreet

details, which can be found in several of Mogensen's other designs, revealed a particular subtlety.

The versati l i ty of the BM29 shelf adds a cosy ambience to any room in your home. It offers a choice of four different

sizes, al lowing you to create a simple two-shelf arrangement or a complete wall of shelves. Addit ionally, the two

models feature a narrow desk shelf, providing a discreet and creative workspace for small home off ices.

Crafted from furniture boards with veneered surfaces, these shelves showcase the slim, elegant, and sturdy

characteristics achieved through an age-old technique. Delicate shelf brackets maintain the horizontal orientation of

the shelves, while the brackets themselves are skil l ful ly crafted from solid wood and discreetly aff ixed to the wall
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using brass screws. The BM29 shelf is handmade in Denmark and available in oak and walnut f inishes treated with

a matte lacquer.

DIMENSIONS

Model 2921 (1 compartment, 2 shelves): 77.5w x 26d x 61cmh

Model 2901 (1 compartment, 3 shelves & desk): 77.5w x 43d x 134cmh

Model 2920 (2 compartments, 2 shelves): 148.5w x 26d x 61cmh

Model 2900 (2 compartments, 3 shelves & desk): 148.5w x 43d x 134cmh

MATERIALS

Rails and brackets are solid wood while the shelves are veneer. The shelves are mounted on the rails and brackets

using screws. The rails are mounted to the wall with the keyhole f i t t ings and screws. Brass screws for mounting of

shelves to rails and to the wall is included.

Raw plugs are not included as it depends on the specif ic type of wall. Max load capacity for the shelf is 10 kg per

shelf, where the composit ion of the wall and the mounting of the module allow this. The weight should be distributed

evenly.

Made from premium selection of wood sourced responsibly and locally to help reduce environmental impact.
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